DIRECTIONS TO CASA JOHN
Follow the N12 through Witbank, Middelburg and Nelspruit to Komatiepoort Border.
Fill up before border at the Sasol Garage on the right hand side at turn off to Komatiepoort.
Facing the garage there is an office on the left where you can buy compulsory insurance for car and
trailer [Hollard].
In front of the office there are ladies who will change your Rands for Mets. They are trustworthy.
You will need a few Mets for the toll gates etc. although Rands are accepted. Do NOT change
money at the Border.
The road from the Border to Maputo is excellent.
Pass through a tollgate and after about 64 kms from the border there is a weigh bridge on your left.
Travel a further 8kms and cross the MATOLA RIVER.
There is a new ring road that bypasses Maputo but access is via a sand road which gets very muddy
after rains and should only be attempted if you have a 4x4 or Bakkie.
TO ACCESS RING ROAD.
After crossing MATOLA RIVER look out for white sheeting on the left and an advertising board for
DECO GROUP STONE on the right hand side of the road.
You have to do a U-TURN and travel a short way back towards the border to access a sand slip road
off to the left. Usually there are cars to follow.
Go under the bridge and follow the dirt road which leads to the new ring road.
Follow the signs to XAI-XAI and keep to the speed limit as they often trap along this road.
Xai-Xai is about 4hrs from the border and it’s a good idea to fill up there. The 2nd BP garage on the
right is good. It also has a snack shop and clean toilets.

Follow the EN101 to Inhambane (+/-3hr from Xai-Xai.)
At the village of LINDELA the road forks. Take the right hand fork to INHAMBANE.
As you enter town you will notice the bay on your left and the hospital on your right.
Carry straight on until you reach the harbour on the left. There will be a statue on your right.
Turn right down a double road to TOFO.
Straight on until you reach a traffic circle.
Go ¾ of the way around and take the exit showing signs to EN259 PRIA DA TOFO/AIRPORT.
Please watch out for white stripes painted on coconut trees before small bridge as these warn you of
a bump in the road.
Travel for about 20 mins. You will pass YUM-YUM SUPERMARKET on your right.
Turn right at EN259 sign at BAR BABALAAZ to TOFO.
Travel for about ½ hr to the entrance to TOFO VILLAGE.
Just after the rubbish dump on your left there is a sign to CASA JOHN.
Turn right up the hill and follow the CASA JOHN signs .
The sea will be on your left hand side and CASA JOHN is right at the end of the road.
Travel safely and remember to stick to the speed limit through the little villages.
Enjoy your stay.
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